Dear Colleagues,

The CAHP Project Team is pleased to announce that a fully rebuilt and improved Generate Pay Schedule function was successfully delivered in the Casual Academic Hire and Pay (CAHP) system this morning.

What functionality has been released?
This release significantly improves the quality and reliability of a function that is core to the CAHP process: the Generate Pay Schedule. The update does not change the core functionality, but the logic has been improved and some pay affecting bugs have been resolved as a result. It also provides the structural fix for the Generate time-outs for the very large Schools that we identified last month. All Schools may notice that generating the pay schedule is a little faster.

When will the functionality be available?
The functionality is now live.

Do I need to do anything?
No, while there was a significant update to the Generate Pay Schedule function, this all takes place behind the scenes and the system looks the same. You can continue to use it as you were before the release.

Next Steps
The following major features will be our next focus:
- CAHP-Aurion integration enhancements
- Expense Report
- Teaching Allocation functionality

Other information
Thank you for your ongoing support to the development of CAHP. If you have any questions about this release please contact us.
- Email: CAHP_Support@uq.edu.au
- Phone: (336) 54967

The CAHP Project Team

Please feel welcome to share this information with other staff.